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 Softdocs integrates with more practice management platforms than any other system
 For more than 30 years Softdocs has been helping legal professionals across the country build high quality forms and precedents with ease and precision. Softdocs precedents are constantly updated for over 15 areas of law.


 
 Legal document automation in 3 easy steps.
 Generate your contracts, letters and other documents quickly, and feel confident knowing that your templates are always kept up-to-date. Simply enter your matter details once and create your legal document in a matter of minutes.
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 Softdocs Partner Network
 The Softdocs Partner Network provides you with access to a range of IT service providers to guarantee you're getting the best out of our software.
 All of our partners are experienced in providing the best support for Softdocs and have received a high level of technical training.
 View our Softdocs IT Partners


 Select your legal document
 Choose a template from a comprehensive set of legal forms and precedents across a wide range of practice areas and jurisdictions.

 A short series of questions about your legal document
 Softdocs relies on the HotDocs coding system, which speeds up document generation by asking the user a series of questions and storing this data for future use.

 Generate your new legal document within minutes
 Your up-to-date, perfectly formatted document is ready in a fraction of the time. Our customers have indicated that Softdocs has helped them save at least 30% of the time that they spend on document production.



 Why Softdocs?
 Softdocs solutions include Lawdocs document organiser and HotDocs document assembly software.
 Build high quality and up-to-date forms and precedents

 Receive fast updates to any court form or legislative change

 Feel confident delegating your document production to less experienced staff

 Automatically insert client specific information into all your documents

 Enjoy integration with many major practice management systems, including Infinitylaw

 Customise and create different styles for consistent branding across all your templates

 Organise your documents with LawDocs document management system

 Receive ongoing support and training from Softdocs' expert team of legal consultants



 All legal forms and precedents for your firm
 Softdocs provides a comprehensive set of standard legal forms and precedents, sourced from our client partners and relevant jurisdictional resources. Our precedents are regularly updated. We maintain a close relationship with the courts to ensure that changes to all forms are distributed to you promptly.
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